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About us

At Virgin Incentives, our purpose is to make every experience an 

extraordinary one, for your customers, partners and your own 

teams. 

We help both UK and U.S. businesses create a thriving employee 

culture, with engagement, loyalty, and performance at the heart 

of their organisation. We fully understand that for employees, it’s 

a great feeling to be recognised, valued and rewarded. We make 

that happen, with flexible & budget friendly corporate reward 
solutions based on an unrivalled range of experiential rewards.

From employee and customer incentives, reward & recognition, 
long service awards and gifting, we can help with all your 

employee & customer engagement needs. Our service is designed 
to deliver peace of mind for you, your employees, and your 

respective clients, all year round. 

Your employees will have no doubt risen to the challenges this 

year. You’ll want to recognise that and reward their commitment 

and loyalty, with something memorable this Christmas. Now is 

the time for you to start planning your extra special, end of year 

rewards, and get ahead of the curve with personal and festive 

Christmas goodies for everyone. 

We have inspiring and exciting rewards that your people will truly 

adore!
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Benefits of working with Virgin Incentives
If you want to bring added value to your corporate Christmas gifts this year then partnering with us is a 

no brainer. We understand that people want much more than money from their work, people want to feel 

special and valued – and that’s our speciality.

Our reward solutions are tailored and packaged in line with your objectives and budgets. We don’t just 
want your employees & customers to have an amazing experience, but in your dealings with us, we aim to 
provide the extraordinary service you’d expect from Virgin Incentives.

Our products can be sent to your recipients in a physical format or sent instantly via email, and we can suit 
all budgets. We’ve got amazing rewards that make memories and get people truly excited! Give us a call on 
0330 111 3030 to find out more.

Added Value & Only Good Vibes:

 n No hidden fees, No management fees

 n No contracts - you order rewards as and when you want to

 n Dedicated account manager, friendly service

 n Digital and physical rewards

 n 3000+ experience gifts (UK & US)

 n Personalise your rewards

 n Flexible payment options

 n Gifting solutions for birthdays, long service awards, sales 
incentives, thank you’s, christmas & much more
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Virgin Experience Days Gift Card Leisure Vouchers Gift Card Virgin Experience Gifts eGift CardVirgin Gift Card

Treat employees to discover new experiences, days out and visit popular attractions, with our range of Gift Cards. These are perfect for raffles, on the spot 
rewards, end of year awards, sales incentives and when you just want to say thanks.

All our Gift Cards are super easy to gift and can be rewarded as physical gift cards or e-vouchers, which get instantly delivered via email. 

Fantastic Gift Cards
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There are over 3000 experiences in our range, from Afternoon Tea to 

adrenaline-fuelled supercar blasts round Silverstone or creative in-home 

options. Prefer to take a Hotel break? Or fancy indoor skydiving? Or how 
about fine dining at Michelin-star restaurants? At Virgin Incentives we’ve 
got it. And you can gift it.

Simply decide the value of the gift card (£5 - £2,500), add a personalised 
thank you message, and specify either a physical gift card or an 

e-voucher. Then it’s over to your employees to choose their experience 

and book at their leisure (they have 12 months+ to book). We’re here to 
help them, every bit as much as we help you.

Gift Card
Virgin Experience Days

 n Over 3000 experiences

 n Choose a value between £5-£2500

 n 12 months validity

 n Gift as a physical or digital gift card

 n Ideal for summer gifts, long service awards and sales incentives



 n Over 5000 redeemable UK locations

 n Choose a value between £5-£130

 n 24 months validity

 n Gift as a physical or digital gift card

 n Ideal for ad-hoc, on the spot prizes, raffles and birthdays
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Leisure Vouchers
Gift Card

Redeemable at more than 5,000 UK locations, our Leisure Vouchers Gift 
Card is a great gift for employees wherever they are based within the UK. 

It includes some of the country’s most popular brands, like Merlin Attractions 
and Premier Inn, to high street favourites, such as Pizza Express, Table 
Table, Halfords, and many more! Why not spoil your employees with choice 

and lift your team’s spirits with Leisure Vouchers this Christmas.

Leisure Vouchers Gift Cards are easy to use, and great for getting out and 
about with family and friends. Simply choose an amount to load on the gift 

card (£5 - £130), add a personalised message, and we’ll take it from there.
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Virgin
Gift Card

A passport to the world of Virgin! With a Virgin Gift Card in your wallet, 
whether you’re looking to eat out, cruise the high seas or jet off for the 
holiday of a lifetime, we’ve got it covered. It’s your very own VIP card 

to unlock a range of fantastic Virgin products and services. The Virgin 

Gift Card can be loaded with an amount of your choice between £5 and 
£4000 and can be redeemed with, Virgin Atlantic, Virgin Holiday Cruises, 

Virgin Balloon Flights, Virgin Wines, Virgin Experience Days, Virgin Pure 
and some of the private islands from Richard Branson.

The Virgin Gift Card is the ideal reward for those who have gone 

above and beyond. This is a perfect incentive for an extra-special, 

high end reward.

 n Redeem at our great Virgin partners

 n Choose a value between £5-£4000

 n 24 months validity

 n Gift as a physical or digital gift card

 n Ideal for high end rewards, holiday gifts and retirement presents



eGift Card
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Our fantastic e-gift card for your U.S. based employees’ and clients. 
Your recipient will be able to choose from adventure activities, driving 

experiences, spa pampering, scenic cruises and so much more! Simply 

choose a value between $5 - $5000 to load onto the card, then send 

instantly or schedule delivery to your recipients inbox. 

To find out more about our U.S. based products and experiences, see 
our U.S. holiday gifting guide or visit virginincentives.com

Virgin Experience Gifts

 n Apply towards 2,700+ experiences

 n Choose a value between $5-$5000

 n Send instantly or schedule delivery

 n No expiration dates

 n Ideal for high end rewards, holiday gifts and retirement presents
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You simply decide if you’d like to gift a specific experience or a 
gift card, and how you would like this delivered – physical and 

e-delivery options are available.

One of our team members will then process the order, arrange 
all the delivery details, send confirmation of your order and your 
corporate rewards will be on their way to your amazing team or 
your fab customers.

We have lots of payment options so we’re totally flexible for you to 
pick an option that works best for you.

How it works!
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We understand that not everybody is easy to buy for when it comes to Christmas gifts, so we have put together an easy guide to 

help you choose from some of our favourite experience gifts based on their persona. 

Over the next few pages you will find suggestions for the following persona’s:

Gifting Different Persona’s

Creative Minds

Food Lovers

Adrenaline Junkies

Homebodies

Lovers of Luxury

Petrol Heads

Tea Sippers
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Creative Minds
We’ve gathered together our favourite 

creative experiences, perfect for anyone 

who likes the sense of satisfaction 

that comes from creating something 

physical. From glass to cookery to 

painting experiences, we’ve got it all 

covered for the creative minds at work.

Original Chocolate Making Workshop 

for Two with My Chocolate(3 locations)

Your colleagues can cut, dip and decorate their 

own chocolate creations with this Original 

Chocolate Making Workshop, in London, Brighton 

or Manchester. They’ll learn new chocolate crafting 

skills and gain knowledge which can later be used to 

impress friends and family at home.

Your recipients can enjoy the taste of a variety 

of different quality and exotically flavoured 
chocolate. Then they will create their own chocolate 

masterpiece. 

Get Creative with a Fun Painting 

Class for Two at Brush Party 

(over 50 locations)

Let your creative co-workers join the UK’s ‘Paint 

and Sip’ experts, ready to Get Creative with a Fun 

Painting Class for Two at Brush Party.

Available at a choice of venues located across the UK, 

the event is sure to be one your co-workers will talk 

about for weeks. They can buy a drink from the bar, 

settle down to their canvas and channel their inner 

Van Gogh.
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Tasty Weekly Menu Cookery Class 

at Ann’s Smart School of Cookery (3 

locations)

Your team can learn insider culinary tips and tricks 

with this Tasty Weekly Menu Cookery Class at Ann’s 

Smart School of Cookery.

All without the expense and designed with easy 

planning in mind to make their week go smoothly, the 

two hour class will teach your people how to create 

an array of stress-free, quick and easy meals. They’ll 

be provided with a weekly meal planner and recipes, 

filled with breakfast, lunch and dinner ideas.

Full Day Glass Blowing Experience 

Class (Wescott)

Working with state-of-the-art equipment and 

professional glassmakers, this Full Day Glass blowing 

Workshop for one has everything for an exciting and 

unusual experience your recipients will never forget. 

They’ll be working with hot molten glass straight from 

the furnace so they’ll need extreme attention to detail 

and a steady pair of hands as well as creativity to 

master this skill. 

A fantastic opportunity to get creative and experience 

the ancient art of glass blowing. Learning how to 

gather hot glass from the furnace, shape it, and apply 

colour to craft their own solid ornamental piece.

Blacksmith for a Day at The Oldfield 
Forge (Hereford)

Gift your recipients the opportunity to experience an 

ancient tradition and become a blacksmith for a day 

at the Oldfield Forge. A specialist forge in the heart of 
Herefordshire, The Academy is dedicated to teaching 

time-honoured blacksmithing techniques.

Over the 5 hour experience, your recipients will follow 

one of the Forge’s expert team members who’ll get 

them fully prepared for forging. They’ll be able to 

draw inspiration from the amazing work on display 

in the showroom, before they set about creating their 

own bespoke piece.
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Food Lovers
Your people will fall in love with food 

and drink in a whole new way when 

you treat them to one of our amazing 
fine dining experiences, celebrity 
chef master-classes or luxury tasting 

sessions. Whether they’d like to learn 

a new skill, discover the latest taste 

sensation or be treated to a meal they’ll 

never forget, we’ve got the perfect 

experience to satisfy their craving.

Three Course ‘Taste of Pétrus’ 

Experience for Two at Gordon Ramsay’s 

Pétrus (London, Knightsbridge)

Treat your lucky recipients to Gordon Ramsay’s 

Michelin-starred Pétrus restaurant to enjoy the very 

best of modern French fine dining. The lucky guests 
can enjoy all that the restaurant has to offer with this 

sumptuous Taste of Pétrus experience. Tucking into 

three courses from the award-winning seasonal à la 

carte menu, all in elegant and stylish surroundings. 

Firmly recognised as one of Gordon Ramsay’s most 

prestigious locations, the fine dining, first-class service 
and exquisite décor at Pétrus is an experience that’s 

hard to beat.

Italian Food and Red Wine Pairings for 

Two at Veeno (9 locations)

Take your team members or customers for a tasting 

journey of exquisite Italian delights with this Italian 

Food and Red Wine Pairings for Two at Veeno.

Guests can try the finer things in life, as they indulge 
in the I Quattro Rossi,  offering a selection of classic 

red wines from different regions of Italy. The four 

wines will be accompanied by a self-guided tasting 

sheet, as well as a sharing board of Bruschette, 

brimming with delicious meats and cheeses.
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One Day Cookery Course at Rick 

Stein’s Cookery School (Cornwall, 

Padstow)

World renowned and award-winning Chef Rick Stein 

owns a stunning cookery school, and your people are 

invited to join his chefs for a seafood cookery course. 

Situated in a breath-taking location, with views of the 

harbour and the estuary – it’s a perfect place to learn 

how to cook seafood.

The day will be full of demonstrations, hands-on 

cooking, plenty of food tasting and complimentary 

wine, along with fresh coffee and tea. 

Unlimited Sushi for Two at inamo (2 

locations)

Your customers or employees’ can enjoy a truly, one-

of-a-kind dining experience with Unlimited Sushi for 

Two at inamo, London. Guests can tuck into a 1 hour 

30 minute bottomless feast, from an extensive sushi 

menu that showcases the finest ingredients of pan-
Asian cuisine.

Passionate about pairing fun with flavour, inamo 
is more than just your average dining experience 

with interactive menus, games and a look behind-

the-scenes into the kitchen via the chef cam. This 

promises to be a flavourful journey they won’t find 
anywhere else.

Private Dining, Six Course Tasting 

Menu for Two at Divide (Birmingham)

For those who want to dine in style, gift this 

Private Six Course Tasting Menu for Two at Divide, 

Birmingham.

The two recipients can take to their seats as they 

soak up the restaurant’s cool and chic surroundings. 

With a focus on micro seasonal produce from the 

West Midlands, guests will tuck into six courses of 

Michelin-star fare with vegetarian and pescatarian 

alternatives available.
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The Slide at The ArcelorMittal Orbit for 

Two (London, Stratford)

Do any thrill seekers you know want to descend the 

world’s tallest and, at 178m, the world’s longest tunnel 

slide? This experience includes admission to The Slide 

at the ArcelorMittal Orbit for Two. Visitors can spiral 

down what is also the UK’s tallest public artwork, shoot 

through light and dark breathing in dramatic cityscape 

views as they go.

During the 40 second trip, they’ll cruise at speeds of up 

to 15 miles per hour, weaving through the ArcelorMittal 

Orbit’s iconic loops and curves. 

iFLY Indoor Skydiving (3 locations)

Have your colleagues or customers ever wanted to try 

skydiving but don’t quite have the nerve to willingly 

throw themselves out of a plane? The good news 

is they don’t have to. They can enjoy the thrill and 

sensation of skydiving with this fantastic introductory 

experience all indoors.

Guests can try it at one of three locations across the 

UK. They’ll feel the thrill of being suspended in mid air 

by a 120mph airstream. This introduction offers two 

flights, that’s the same freefall time as three tandem 
skydives, but in a completely safe indoor environment.

Adrenaline 
Junkies
Awaken your recipient’s wild side with 

our great range of adventure days out! 

Get ready to let the adrenaline soar with 
the most extreme adventure gifts and 

adrenaline activities. Whether you want 

to take their excitement to new levels with 

a zipline experience, embark on an indoor 
skydiving adventure, or tick a flying lesson 
off the bucket list, we’ve got adventure 

days of all shapes and sizes.
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Land Away Double Flying Lesson (7 

locations)

Reward a lucky person with the thrill of piloting a light 

aircraft, as well as observing someone else take the 

controls, in this Land Away Double Flying Lesson. 

Participants have the chance to experience two kinds 

of flying lessons. in this unique adventure, that allows 
them to act as a pilot on one leg of the journey, and 

as a passenger on the second leg.

After completing both flight legs, participants will be 
presented with a certificate confirming completion – 
the perfect memento for an extraordinary experience.

Zip World Velocity 2 - The Fastest Zip 

Line in the World (Wales, Gwynedd)

Gift someone a truly unique and exhilarating 

experience on Velocity 2 at Zip World.

Kitted out with all the necessary gear, the adventure 

begins with the, ‘’Little Zip’’ wire. This shorter zip 

wire provides participants with a taste of what’s to 

come. Transported in style in red army trucks up the 

mountain, visitors wait in an undercover area, before 

the unforgettable ride on the main Velocity 2 line 

begins. Once strapped in, your people will be sent 

on the world’s fastest and the UK’s longest zip line, 

flying across the quarry lake to the bottom. Reaching 
speeds of up to and above 100mph.

Tomb Raider: The LIVE Experience for 

Two - Weekday (London, Camden)

Are your employees’ or customers feeling 

adventurous?  Gift them this fully immersive Tomb 

Raider: The LIVE Experience for Two – Weekday.

Guests play the role of archaeology students, out in 

the field in Finland, where they’ll get a message from 
Lara Croft. She’s made a deadly discovery about a 

powerful ancient artifact, and it’s down to the group 

to make sure it doesn’t fall into the wrong hands. 

Escape a sinking ship, explore the jungles of Costa 

Rica, discover an ancient tomb and battle a secret 

order.
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Homebodies

If you’re looking for fun rewards for those 

that prefer to stay in, rather than go out, 

then we have great experiences for them 

as well! They can learn new skills and get 

inspired with workshops from some of 

our most amazing partners, all streamed 
straight to their home. There’s also some 

lovely experiences to make staying home 

as comfy and fun as it can be... wine and 

chocolate, anyone?

Live Virtual Painting Experience at 

Home with Art Sippers

Gift your arty members of the team with this 

interactive and energetic live painting experience at 

home with ART SIPPERS.

In the two-hour virtual art show, your recipients 

will receive step-by-step painting instructions. With 

music, a quiz, dad jokes and a competition prize 

to be won, this virtual event promises to be great 

fun. It’s suitable for all abilities, so by the end of the 

class, participants will have gained some creative 

confidence and produced some wall-worthy art.

Virgin Wines Luxury Dozen

When your co-workers are in the mood for a taste of 

luxury, Virgin Wines don’t disappoint. This exquisite 

luxury collection comprises mainstays on Virgin 

Wines’ top seller list, so you can be sure of great 

quality in every glass.

With this Luxury Dozen pack, your co-workers will 

receive two bottles of each wine.
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Bake with a Legend at Home Virtual 

Masterclass for Two

Your team members can learn amazing kitchen skills 

with some of baking’s most famous faces, with an 

online class from Bake With A Legend.

From the comfort of home, your team can unlock the 

secrets to brilliant bakes live and interactive along 

with fellow enthusiasts. With a series of delicious 

experiences to choose from, from scones to swiss 

rolls, pick a favourite and they’ll be sent an ingredient 

list in advance.

Guided by a former Great British Bake Off contestant 

host, your team will be able to ask questions as they 

go over the course of 2 hours of baking fun. 

At Home Macrame Masterclass Kit 

with Online Tutorial Videos

Help your employees’ master a new art form with 

this At Home Macrame Masterclass Kit with Online 

Tutorial Videos, all from the comfort of their own 

home.

With classes run at their own pace, your employees’ 

will have permanent access to an extensive series 

of pre-recorded online video tutorials which begin 

with an introduction to the basics of macrame 

right through to a range of knotting techniques and 

experimental processes. Throughout the course, 

they’ll receive helpful suggestions for developing 

ideas and exploring materials. 

Photography 18 Part Online Training 

with iPhotography

Let your people master the art of taking the perfect 

photo with the award-winning iPhotography online 

course.

This comprehensive 18-module course will cover 

everything from the basics of operating a camera 

through to post-production in Photoshop. Recipients 

can learn at their own pace, with mentorship and 

guidance from professional photographers along the 

way, each interactive session packed full of insight 

and quizzes to track their progress.
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Tea Sippers
Hurray for the tea sippers! Vintage, vegan, 

cream, or classic - whatever their preferred 

afternoon tea, it’s the quintessentially 

British treat that everyone loves, and 

the perfect excuse for catching up with 

somebody special. We believe there’s 

a perfect afternoon tea experience 

for everyone, which is why we make 

sure we’ve got plenty to choose from.

From timeless classics at world-famous 

establishments to afternoon tea with 

prosecco and cocktail afternoon teas 

across the UK - we’ve got them all.

Traditional Afternoon Tea for Two 

(35 locations)

The tea sippers would love to Indulge in the grand 

British tradition of afternoon tea. This delightful 

indulgence has been enjoyed for centuries by 

dignified society, and has become a fashionable treat 
that everyone can enjoy.

The Traditional Afternoon Tea for Two is available at 

a range of charming venues across the country and 

consists of a delicious array of sandwiches, scones, 

cakes and of course, tea. The type of sandwiches and 

cakes may differ per venue, but your people can be 

sure of a fantastic selection of fancies, whether they 

choose an elegant manor house or a contemporary 

city hotel.

 

Thames Afternoon Tea Cruise for Two 

(London, Tower Pier)

Treat your colleagues and clients to see London’s 

riverside sights and enjoy a quintessentially British 

treat with a Thames Afternoon Tea Cruise for Two. 

Your recipient and a lucky friend or partner will board 

a boat in London for an unforgettable ride along the 

River Thames, passing iconic sights along the way 

such as The Shard; a full-size reconstruction of Sir 

Francis Drake’s 16th century warship; an awe-

inspiring view of the sparkling skyscrapers of Canary 

Wharf; and a close-up of WWII warship HMS Belfast.
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Afternoon Tea with Cocktail for Two at 

Revolution Bars (47 locations)

Britain’s tastiest tradition meets boozy delight with 

afternoon tea for two at Revolution Bars. Recipients 

can visit their nearest bar for a delicious array of 

traditional treats, with the occasional cheeky booze 

infusion. They’ll have the choice of a standard, veggie 

or vegan afternoon tea.

Vintage Afternoon Tea Bus in London 

for Two with B Bakery (London, 

Victoria or Northumberland Avenue)

A combination of two activities in one, with this 

fantastic indulgent sightseeing tour, and whilst 

enjoying an afternoon tea. This vintage double 

decker bus has been revamped to create a cool and 

comfortable place to dine. Guests will make their way 

around London on a carefree tour, as they tuck into 

an array of sweet and savoury treats that will be 

displayed on tiered stands. Oh so fabulously retro.

Persian Afternoon Tea for Two at 

Qavali (Birmingham)

This charming traditional afternoon tea includes a 

theatrical Persian twist at Birmingham’s atmospheric 

Qavali. The two recipients will choose to take their 

afternoon tea in either the bar and lounge or main 

restaurant area. 

Things will kick off in style with a non-alcoholic 

Paradise Garden cocktail each, before tucking into a 

three tier Qavali tray of beautiful Indo-Persian sweet 

and savoury treats. The fantastic food will be paired 

with a choice of unlimited tea or coffee to make the 

most of a truly civilised afternoon.
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Petrol Heads
Discover a huge range of unforgettable 

driving experiences at the UK’s top 

tracks, including the world-famous 

Silverstone and Brands Hatch. From 

Lamborghinis and Ferraris to classic 

Morgans, we’ve got heaps of car 
experience days to suit speed freaks 

of every persuasion. Whether you’re 

looking for a gift for a motor enthusiast 

or a day out with a difference, we’ve got 

you covered.

Morgan Motor Company Factory Tour 

for Two (Malvern)

The petrol heads will really enjoy a Morgan Motor 

Company Factory Tour for Two at the country’s longest-

surviving family owned car manufacturer. Along this 

fantastic tour your recipients can celebrate over 100 

years of driving passion and marvel at the skill that 

goes into the making of a Morgan sports car.

Tank Driving (3 locations)

Let your recipients take to the wheel of some mean 

military machinery to test their skills and nerves on a 

specially designed course, designed to give them the 

military driving experience of a lifetime.

Following a safety briefing and tuition, the crew will 
take it in turns to handle the controls as they drive 

through, over and across the range of thrilling mud 

and water obstacles in their path. 
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Formula Silverstone Single Seater 

Experience (Towcester)

Experience the atmosphere of Silverstone and feel 

like a genuine F1 racing driver with this exclusive 

Silverstone Single Seater Experience.

Engineered to give a true F1 feeling, this car is like 

nothing they’ve ever driven before, boasting a manual 

four speed racing gearbox, unbelievable cornering 

grip, amazingly responsive handling and extreme 

speed.

Introductory Rally Driving (5 locations)

Have your co-workers or customers ever wanted 

to drive at high speeds through a winding track as 

wheels spin? Well rev up the engines because now 

is their chance. They can take the Introductory Rally 

Driving Experience and feel what it’s like to speed the 

car around the track like a top rally driver.

Triple Supercar Blast plus High 

Speed Passenger Ride and Photo (38 

locations)

Tell your petrol heads to buckle up for the ultimate 

driving experience with this Triple Supercar Blast plus 

High Speed Passenger Ride and Photo. They’ll take 

their pick from the world’s top supercars like sleek 

Ferraris, stunning Lamborghinis, luxurious Aston 

Martins, sporty Porsches and many more.

Supercars might vary a bit by location, but with 

weekend and weekday availability included at no 

extra cost – and venues up and down the nation – 

they can pick what’s best for them. They’ll get to drive 

a total of up to nine miles in their chosen cars.
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Lovers of 
Luxury
Calling all spa-seekers: it’s time to relax, 
with a huge range of amazing spa 
experiences across the UK just waiting to 
take the strain off. Whether you’re looking 

for spa gifts this Christmas or need ideas 

for a relaxing long service award, there’s 

a world of pampered bliss to choose from. 

Filled with some of the UK’s most tranquil, 

luxurious spots, from deluxe getaways, all 

the way through to award-winning spas 

in the midlands, there are some great 

suggestions below. 

One Night London Luxury Escape for 

Two at the 5* Flemings Hotel 

(London, Mayfair)

Treat your lovers of luxury to one of the city’s most 

established hotels, with this One Night London Break 

for Two at the Luxury 5* Flemings, Mayfair.

Comprising several elegant Georgian townhouses, 

Flemings seamlessly blends 18th Century period 

detail with lavish, cosmopolitan style. The deluxe 

room continues the classic yet contemporary theme, 

appointed with soothing, luxurious décor that offers a 

nod to 1930s glamour. 

Deluxe Spa Day with Three Treatments 

for Two at Bannatyne Health Clubs 

(40 locations)

Reward a lucky someone with a visit to one of over 

30 Bannatyne Health Clubs nationwide with this 

Deluxe Spa Day for Two.

With full access to the spa’s facilities, including a 

swimming pool, gym, sauna and steam room. As part 

of the spa day, recipients will each be treated to three 

treatments, with a total time of 70 minutes.
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Fashion Makeover and Photoshoot for 

One (38 locations)

For the lovers of fashion and luxury, this is their 

chance to be a model for the day and enjoy their very 

own Fashion Makeover and Photoshoot. They’ll be 

pampered with their make up applied and hair dry-

styled so they feel fantastic and look their absolute 

best. 

The professional photographer will take snap after 

snap of gorgeous pictures; your recipient will be the 

centre of attention from the moment they step in front 

of the camera.

Luxury Train Experience with Fine 

Dining for Two on Northern Belle 

(7 locations)

Let your people travel back to the golden age of 

luxury rail travel and dine in style with this luxury 

train fine dining experience on the Northern Belle 
Luxury train. The train tours the UK and offers fine 
dining trips from over 25 cities.

Taking a seat at an elegant table, expect excellent 

service as the impeccable staff serve your recipients 

a sumptuous four-course dinner or lunch. They’ll dine 

on the best of British fare with seasonal cuisine from 

the table d’hôte menu, paired with wine.

Firth of Forth Luxury Yacht Sailing Full 

Day for Two (Edinburgh)

Treat the people that deserve some appreciation 

to a spectacular day out on the water with this 

Firth of Forth Luxury Yacht Sailing Full Day for 

Two. Combining luxury travel with historic sights of 

Scotland, this full day of sailing will take them past 

the islands of Inchgarvie, Inchcolm, Inchmickery and 

Inchkeith, where history abounds, as well as plenty of 

marine wildlife, including local seals.
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Corporate Christmas Gifts will help you surprise and delight your teams 
and colleagues in a wonderful way. Employee incentives are never 
forgotten and help to build stronger relationships and memories which 

people cherish for years to come. 

To find out how Virgin Incentives can deliver special moments for your 
people and business, get in touch with us at info@virginincentives.co.uk 

or call one of our team members at 0330 111 3030.


